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For Immediate Release

Prof Mohamad Fadl Harake at ESLI Paris appointed PMWJ
Honorary Academic Advisor
Professor of logistics and project management at Ecole Supérieure de
Logistique Industrielle in Paris joins international advisory team for PM World
Journal and Library
15 June 2022 – Paris, France and Dallas, Texas, USA – PM World has announced the
appointment of Professor Mohamad Fadl HARAKE as an honorary academic advisor for
the PM World Journal (PMWJ) and PM World Library (PMWL). Prof Harake is Professor of
logistics and project management at Ecole Supérieure de Logistique Industrielle (ESLI),
Campus Esprit Industries (CEI) - ESLI Paris.
Mohamad Harake is currently the Academic Head of Logistics
Programs at the Paris Campus of the Graduate School of Industrial
Logistics / ESLI – France. He is also the Scientific director of the MBA
DELIVERWEB program at Alternis Business School (Bordeaux –
France). He is a visiting Professor at ESCE International Business
School (Paris), Paris School of Business, Ascencia Business School
(Paris), ESPRIT Business School (Tunis -Tunisia), and GBSB
Business School (Barcelona - Spain).
Prof Harake is an active researcher & elected bureau member at the CEREGE Research
Lab (University of Poitiers – France). He also serves as the director of the Francophone
Research Center in Economics and Management (CREFEGE – Paris, France). His
Research interests include International Crisis Logistics and Supply Chains, Post-Conflict
Public Management, Critical Project Management in unstable environments, and non-linear
Business Modeling.

See his honorary advisor profile at https://pmworldlibrary.net/mohamad-fadl-harake/
According to PMWJ editor David Pells, “I am happy to welcome Professor Harake to our
global advisory team in conjunction with our new strategic relationship with ESLI Paris.
There is great potential synergy between project management, supply chains and logistics
around the world. We have common problems to solve; Mohamad can help us realize new
opportunities for cooperation between the PM World Journal and Library and ESLI Paris,
one of Europe’s leading research institutions focused on these issues.”
Prof Harake stated, “I am honored to join PM World’s team of international academic
advisors. I have become familiar with their journal and library over the last few years and
look forward to promoting collaboration. We can provide research articles and papers for
publication, and perhaps some student interns. PM World’s practitioner orientation should
also appeal to some of our industrial partners as well.”
Pells added, “Mohamad has already served as a research scholar for the PM World Library,
providing works to publish as well as introductions to graduate students and other
professors. His interest in project management in unstable environments seems most
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relevant in today’s world. I look forward to working more closely with him, and with his
colleagues and students in Paris.”
PM World engages with professional and academic leaders in various countries to support
the organization’s dual missions of advancing knowledge sharing and continuous learning
related to modern program and project management. To see all current honorary academic
advisors, visit https://pmworldlibrary.net/international-academic-advisors/
About CEI – ESLI Paris
CEI – ESLI Paris (The Graduate School of Industrial Logistics – Paris Campus) is a
Higher Education and Professionalization Research Institution that offers programs
specializing in Supply Chain Management, logistics, procurement, cybersecurity and other
topics, including project management. The school is supported by regional, departmental
and national (French) and international, public, private and associative bodies. ESLI’s
academic staff includes renowned professors and scholastic researchers was well as
industry executives that crisscross theory and practice in order to deliver the best academic
experience to students. Learn more at https://www.campus-redonindustries.com/en/campus-e-s-p-r-i-t-industries-redon-paris-2/
About PM World
PM World (PMW) is a small information resources and services company, owned and
managed by experienced leaders in the project management field. Based in the United
States, PMW works with a network of respected advisors, authors, correspondents and
organizations worldwide. PMW produces and publishes the PM World Journal (PMWJ)
(ISSN 2330-4480), a web-based monthly publication featuring dozens of articles, papers and
other works about projects and project management around the world. PMW also maintains
the PM World Library (PMWL), a global resource for continuous learning in programme and
project management. To see the latest edition, go to www.pmworldjournal.com. To learn
more, visit www.pmworldlibrary.net.
To read about the recently announced cooperation between ESLI Paris and PM World, click
here.
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